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Abstract

Specification for process oriented applications tends to use languages that
suffer from infinite, intractable or unpredictably irregular state spaces that
thwart exhaustive searches by verification heuristics. However, conceptual
schemas based on FOL, offer techniques for both integrating and verifying
specifications in finite spaces. It is therefore of interest to transform process
based specifications into conceptual schemata.

Process oriented languages have an additional drawback in that reliable
inputs to the integration of diverse specifications can result in unreliable
outputs. This problem can more easily be addressed in a logic representation in
which static and dynamic properties can be examined separately.

The first part of the text describes a translation method from the process
based language SDL, to first order logic. The usefulness of the method for
industrial application has been demonstrated in an implementation. The
method devised is sufficiently general for application to other languages
with similar characteristics. Main contributions consist of: formalising
the mapping of state transitions to event driven rules in dynamic entity-
relationship schemas; analysing the complexity of various approaches to
decomposing transitions; a conceptual representation of the source language
that distinguishes meta- and object models of the source language and domain
respectively.

The second part of the text formally describes a framework for the
integration of schemata that allows the exploration of their properties
in relation to each other and to a set of integration assertions. The main
contributions are the formal framework; an extension to conflicts between
agents in a temporal action logic; complexity estimates for various integration
properties.
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